
243 000 €243 000 €

Neuf apartmentNeuf apartment

2 rooms2 rooms

Surface : 38 m²Surface : 38 m²

Exposition :Exposition : Sud ouest

Building condition :Building condition : Neuf

1 bedroom

1 parking
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Apartment Apartment MontpellierMontpellier

MONTPELLIER: Near the Mediterranean, between Barcelona and Marseille,
Montpellier attracts more than 4,000 new inhabitants each year who settle for its
relaxed lifestyle and sunny weather. Its historic and commercial centre, its heritage,
its infrastructures worthy of the greatest metropolises and its recent eco-districts
make it one of the most popular destinations. The hundreds of jobs created each
year are further proof of the city&#39;s dynamism. NEIGHBORHOOD : The
Hospitals and Faculties district is a dynamic sector located a stone&#39;s throw
from the city center, to the north-west of Montpellier. It hosts the most important
hospital and university centers of the metropolis (faculties of pharmacy, science,
Paul Valéry University). Mainly residential, the district offers a green, quiet living
environment, while being close to shops and public transport in the city (tramway
and bus). Its location also allows easy access to the city&#39;s various
employment pools (Euromédecine, Millénaire, Eureka). RESIDENCE : Rue de
Casseyrols, set back from Avenue du Père Soulas, the Domaine de Bellefeuille
displays contemporary architecture with elegant and pure lines. In a preserved
setting, the residence benefits from a green environment conducive to serenity. It
offers 30 accommodations from studios to 3-room apartments spread over 2
small one-storey buildings only. SERVICES: The apartments offer bright living
spaces opening onto the outside via large bay windows. The terraces are covered
with openwork railings which give a glimpse of the dense landscaped space
offered by the residence. Inside, the fittings are optimized and the services
meticulous in order to fully seduce all the occupants: tiling in 45*45cm minimum
(to be chosen from our selection), smooth white paint in all the rooms, electric
roller shutters in the living rooms, grooved designer doors, fitted bathrooms. To top
it off, each apartment has a private parking space in the basement: a major asset
in Montpellier.OCC’Immo Conseil - 19 Av. Jean Monnet - 12000 Rodez
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